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Water quality and sediment transport issues in surface water
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Abstract. Recent sedimentary and morphological changes at the new mouth of Medjerda-River (Gulf of Tunis) are investigated using a multiproxy approach of sediment cores compleated by $^{210}$Pbex and $^{137}$Cs method dating. The subject of the study is to focus on surveying the sedimentary evolution of Medjerda-Raoued Delta caused by the human intervention in the management of the main tributaries of the Medjerda-River (artificial channel of Henchir Tobias). Sediment cores (CEM-1 and CEM-3) were subjected to both multiproxy approaches (Grain size, geochemical analysis and dating radiometric $^{210}$Pbex and $^{137}$Cs). The sedimentological analysis of the new deltaic deposits shows a progradation sequence with the silt and clay deposits on the historic sandy substratum. The mean grain size evolution on the old beach profile shows a decreasing trend from backshore (CEM-3) to nearshore (CEM-1). The geochemical results show varying concentrations of chemical elements such as Fe, K, Rb, Nb, Cr, Ti, Ba, Ca, Sr, Zr, V, and potentially toxic metal trace elements such as Pb, Zn and the As. The Principal component Analysis (PCA) applied in the geochemical elements evolution confirms the marine origin of the sand deposits in the basic layers of the two cores. The chronological method ($^{210}$Pbex and $^{137}$Cs) affirms that the first fluvial deposits were set up only after 1950. The sedimentological and geochemical result confirm the actual unless of coarser fluvial supplies under the human activities leading the negative coastal sediment balance and the shoreline retreat as well.

1 Introduction

The sediment budget of the coastal area is subject to several factors. The natural one is related to the sand supply sources and the eolian/hydrodynamics regime. The human factor represents an important element on the equilibrium of the coastal budget. Considering the coastline in its three dimensions, some authors have concentrated on the geomorphological balances of sedimentary flows, cell per cell (Suanez and Sabatier, 1999; Amrouni et al., 2014). The scientific community has also raised the question of the natural and human factors impact on the coastal sandy beach supplies (Flemming and Hansom, 2011).

The study of coastal environments linked to different global rivers is all the more important as they can be considered as markers of the evolution of sedimentary contributions in marine environments in relation to climatic as well as human variations (Milliman and Meade, 1983; Syvitski and Kettner, 2011; Kotti et al., 2015). The evolution of the nearshore sedimentary distribution also related to the variability of hydrodynamic forcing and sediment availability in coastal areas (Perillo, 1995). The study area constitutes the coastal alluvial plain of the Medjerda River, the western bay...
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The subject of this study is to describe the spatio-temporal impact of the management of the river flume on the sedimentological characteristics at coastal deltaic artificial channel of Medjerda River. We use a combined approach of sediment cores analysis and the $^{210}$Pb and $^{137}$Cs method dating to follow the creation and development of the new delta of Medjerda River (anthropogenically modified since 1972) (Soussi, 1988).

2 Study area

The study area, the Medjerda coast is located in the western bay of the gulf of Tunis between $37^\circ 10' N-10^\circ 16' E$ (Cape Farina) and $37^\circ 55' N-10^\circ 18' E$ (Cape Gammard). The coast is characterized by three main sedimentary systems with three morphological entities: Lagoons of Kalaât El Andalous, Delta of Medjerda and the foredunes of Raoued in the El Hessiane areas (Fig. 1).

3 Material and methods

The methodology was based on sedimentological investigation completed by geochemical analysis on the new mouth of Medjerda River. Two short sedimentary cores CEM-1 and CEM-3 were collected from the Medjerda delta in the northeast of the Gulf of Tunis (Fig. 1c and d). The sampling protocol adopted consists of collecting 1.68 m and 45 cm, respectively for the two cores of deep sediment, in order to reconstruct a fine sedimentary evolution on the new mouth of Medjerda River evolution. A high resolution multi-proxy study was undertaken on the cores in the UM, HDR-laboratory, France. The granulometric analysis was carried out using a Beckman Coulter © LS 13 320. The geochemical analysis was conducted on the sedimentary material using the X-ray Fluorescence. The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was carried out under the XLSAT-2016 software. Based on $^{210}$Pb and $^{137}$Cs by Gamma spectrometry in order to establish a chronology on the sedimentary evolution of the new delta of Medjerda-River during the last century.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Grain size and geochemical evolution of sediment cores

The high-resolution (1 cm) grain size analysis of the cores shows a spatial variability. The CEM-1 core shows three distinctive sedimentary units (Fig. 2). The layer of fine sand ($D_{50}=98 \mu m$), is surmounted by mixture of fine sand and silt laminates (Unit 2). But, the upper layer (Unit 3) is composed by clay (Unit 3). The CEM-2 core reveals the same sedimentary units (Unit 1, Unit 2 and Unit 3) (Fig. 3).

The geochemical results show varying concentrations of chemical elements such as Fe, K, Rb, Nb, Cr, Ti, Ca, Sr, Zr, V, and potentially toxic metal trace elements such as Pb, Zn in the sedimentary cores. The evolution of the contents...
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Figure 3. Grain size and geochemical elements evolution of alluvial plain of new mouth of Medjerda River.

Chemical elements in the sedimentary column reveal a good correlation with the grain size analysis. The marine tracers (Ca, Sr) show a significant decreasing concentration in the clay layers compared to their rate in the sandy one. While to the rate in terrigenous elements is higher in the fine sediments (clay and silt) (Figs. 2 and 3).

The Unit 1 of CEM-1 formed by fine-sand ($D_{50} = 98 \mu m$). But the Unit 1 of CEM-3 composed by medium-sand ($D_{50} = 228 \mu m$). The mean grain size ($D_{50}$) evolution on the historical beach profile (before the alluvial deposits processes) shows a decreasing trend from the backshore (CEM-3) to the nearshore (CEM-1) (Fig. 4).

4.2 Correlation of geochemical elements

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the geochemical elements shows the presence of 3 poles (Fig. 5): a pole of terrigenous elements (Fe, K, V, Rb, Cr, Ti), a pole of marine elements (Ca, Sr) and a pole of the pollutant minerals (Zn, Pb and As). A good correlation established between the elements present in the same pole. An anti-correlation observed between the first (fluvial elements) and second pole (Marine elements).

The grain size and geochemical analysis of the sediment cores shows that the finest detrital deposits (silt and clay) manifested the progradation of a new delta at the new mouth of the artificial channel. The grain size correlation established from the backshore to the nearshore shows that the historic beach was behind the present shoreline and the nearshore area was located on the current beach. It is a delta progradation on the old sandy beach. The retained fluvial discharge by the dam construction decreases the coarser fraction delta front toward silt to clay deposit.

4.3 Historical evolution of the new delta of the Medjerda

The $^{210}Pb/^{137}Cs$ method dating shows that a new delta has been developed at the new mouth of the Medjerda since 1950. The Cesium 137 is an artificial radioactive element produced by the atmospheric nuclear tests. It is found in the atmospheric environment from the years 50. The contents relatively important of cesium-137 measured in the units CEM-1-Niveau 80 cm (8.52 mBq g$^{-1}$) can be associated with...
the maximal production of cesium-137 atmospheric in the middle of 1960s (Fig. 6). However, The variability of content $^{137}$Cs, along the CEM-1 core is the result of the mobilisation of this element especially in the marine and coastal environments, which does not allow to fix easily the real peak of maximum of nuclear broadcast (emission, issue) of 1963 (Dezileau et al., 2014). As a result, the relatively high cesium-137 levels measured in the CEM-1-Level 80 cm units (8.52 mBq g$^{-1}$) can be associated with the maximum production of atmospheric cesium-137 in the mid-1960s. The first peak which appeared at the base of the CEM-1 core at $-115$ cm results from the appearance of $^{137}$Cs contained in aged layers of the appearance of this element in the atmosphere (before 1950).

5 Conclusions

The result shows a relatively rapid deltaic plain progradation (1.53 cm yr$^{-1}$) with a fluvial dominance marked by silt and clay deposits rich in terrigenous chemical elements from the year 1950. This sedimentary evolution of the new delta is manifested by the filling of the old mouth since 1973 flood. The winnowing of finest fraction (clay and silt) provided during the flood event on the delta front, by the active wave current led to the preferential spatial grain size distribution toward the northern behavior coast.

The dominance of clay deposits more than coarser fraction result to the impact of the dam construction of several dams. Only the finer grain size fractions can feed the coast. The actual sediment balance of the gulf of Tunis coast shows a shoreline retreat under the coarser sediment deficit blocked by upstream dam construction.
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